We study query order within the polynomial hierarchy. P C:D denotes the class of languages computable by a polynomial-time machine that is allowed one query to C followed by one query to D HHW]. We prove that the levels of the polynomial hierarchy are order-oblivious: P p j :
Introduction
Query order was introduced by Hemaspaandra, Hempel, and Wechsung HHW] in order to study whether the order in which information sources are accessed has any e ect on the class of problems that can be solved. In the everyday world, the order in which we access information is crucial, and the work of Hemaspaandra, Hempel, and Wechsung HHW] shows that this real-world intuition holds true in complexity theory when the information one is accessing is from the boolean hierarchy. In particular, let P C:D denote the class of languages L such that, for some C 2 C and some D 2 D, L is accepted by some P transducer M that on any input may make at most one query to C followed by at most one query to D. Hemaspaandra, Hempel, and Wechsung show that, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, query order always matters when C and D are nontrivial levels of the boolean hierarchy CGH + 88], except in two cases. In particular they prove that, for 1 j k, P BH j :BH k = P BH k :BH j if j = k _ (j is even^k = j + 1), and they prove that unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses these are the only cases (satisfying 1 j k) for which
The goal of the present paper is to study query order in the polynomial hierarchy. Section 3 shows that, in sharp contrast with the case of the boolean hierarchy, query order never matters in the polynomial hierarchy: For any j and k, P In Section 4, we show that all query order exchanges that hold for P C:D |not just all those we prove but rather all that are true|are automatically inherited by all leaf language classes, and thus by essentially all standard complexity classes. This shows that these classes allow at least as many query order exchanges as P does. We also note that some of these classes|in particular NP|allow (unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses) more order exchanges than P does.
Preliminaries
For standard notions not de ned here, we refer the reader to any computational complexity textbook, e.g., BC93, BDG95, Pap94].
We say a set is trivial if it is ; or , and otherwise we say it is nontrivial. A complexity class is any collection of subsets of . For each complexity class C, let coC denote fL j L 2 Cg. The polynomial hierarchy is de ned as follows: p 0 = p 0 = p 0 = p 1 = P and, for each i 0, p i = NP In this paper we use oracles to represent databases that are queried. This does not mean that this is a \relativized worlds" oracle construction paper. It is not. Rather we use relativization in much the same way that it is used to build the polynomial hierarchy, namely, relativization by full, natural classes.
We now present the de nitions that will allow us to discuss the ways|order of access, amount of access, etc.|that databases (modeled as oracles) are accessed. We use DPTM as a shorthand for \deterministic polynomial-time (oracle) Turing machine." Without loss of generality, we assume that such machines are clocked with clocks that are independent of the oracle. M A (x) denotes the computation of DPTM M with oracle A on input x. On occasion, when the oracle involved is clear from context and we are focusing on the action of M, we may write M(x) and omit the oracle.
De nition 2.1 Let C and D be complexity classes.
1. HHW] Let M A:B denote DPTM M restricted to making at most one query to oracle A followed by at most one query to oracle B.
2. Let M (A;B) 1;1-tt denote DPTM M restricted to making simultaneously at most one query to oracle A and at most one query to oracle B. 
As has been noted by the authors elsewhere HHH97b], part 2 of De nition 2.1 is somewhat related to work of Selivanov Sel94] . Independently of HHH97b], Klaus Wagner Wag97] has made similar observations in a more general form (namely, applying to more than two sets and to more abstract classes) regarding the relationship between Selivanov's classes and parallel-access classes. For completeness, we repeat here, as the present paragraph, some text from HHH97b] that presents the basic facts known about the relationship between the classes of Selivanov (for the case of \4"s of two sets; see Wagner Wag97] for the case of more than two sets) and the classes discussed in this paper. Selivanov studied re nements of the polynomial hierarchy. Among the classes he considered, those closest to the classes we study in this paper are his classes once, regardless of the answer of the rst query (that is, even given an incorrect answer to the rst query, M will always ask a second query). We describe a DPTM N and a set C 0 such that C 0 2 C and L = L(N D:C 0 ). Let C 0 = (C D) (C D) C, i.e., C 0 = fhy 1 ; y 2 i00 j y 1 2 C and y 2 6 2 Dg fhy 1 ; y 2 i10 j y 1 2 C and y 2 2 Dg fy1 j y 2 Cg:
On input x, DPTM N D:C 0 works as follows:
1. It determines the rst and the two potential second queries of M(x). Denote the rst query by q 0 and the two potential second queries by q y and q n , where q y is the query asked by M(x) if the rst query was answered \yes," and q n the query asked if the rst query was answered \no."
2. N queries q n to D. 3. N determines the truth-table of M(x) with respect to q 0 and q y , with query q n answered correctly. That is, let (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ); X i 2 fA; Rg, where A stands for accept and R for reject, be such that (a) X 1 is the outcome of M(x) if both q 0 and q y are answered \yes" (recall that if q 0 is answered \yes" then M(x) asks q y as its second query), (b) X 2 is the outcome of M(x) if q 0 is answered \yes" and q y is answered \no," and (c) X 3 is the outcome of M(x) if q 0 is answered \no" and q n is answered correctly. 4. There are eight di erent cases for (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ). We have to show that each case can be handled in polynomial time with one query to C 0 . We will henceforward assume that there are more Rs than As in (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ). (The remaining cases follow by complementation.) Depending on the determined truth-table (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ), N does the following:
(a) (X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 ) = (R; R; R). In this case, N will of course reject. Proof: If C contains only trivial sets, i.e., C f;; g, then P C:D = P D = P D:C and we are done. So from now on we assume that C contains a nontrivial set. We will show that in this case we can apply Theorem 3.4, i.e., we will show that C, which is closed under disjoint union, has also the properties that C \ands" (C; D) and C \ands" (C; coD).
Let C 2 C and D 2 D. We need to show that C D 2 C and C D 2 C. If In addition to leading to the \polynomial hierarchy is order-oblivious" results that this section will obtain, and leading to Section 4's applications to probabilistic and unambiguous classes, Theorem 3.1 has also played an important role in distinguishing robust Turing and many-one completeness HHH97b].
The next theorem shows that if C and D are closed under disjoint union and are orderoblivious with respect to P transducers, then ordered access equals arbitrary-order access. Note that Theorem 3.6's hypothesis requires that both classes be closed under disjoint union, in contrast to the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4. and it is well-known that p j and p k are both closed under disjoint union. So we can apply Corollary 3.7. Thus, both parts of the theorem are established.
Note that in part 2 of Corollary 3.8 we need j 6 = k, since otherwise we would have included the claim that two truth-table queries to p k have as much computational power as two Turing queries. However, that would imply that the boolean hierarchy over p k collapses to the two truth-table closure of p k , which in turn would imply that the polynomial hierarchy collapses (Kadin Kad88] , and the strongest polynomial hierarchy collapse currently known to follow from this assumption is due to Hemaspaandra et al. ( HHH97c] , in light of the reasoning of HHH97a, Analysis following Theorem 8])). We also have the following. This theorem will follow from a result of this paper combined with the results and techniques of HHH97c]. The following proposition is a strong and counterintuitive downward translation result that has recently been established. We note the strength of this collapse. The conclusion obtains a collapse of the hierarchy to a level that is generally thought to be lower (a priori) than the level of either of the classes whose equality was assumed in the hypothesis. That is, this is an actual downward translation of equality, in contrast with the far more common behavior of upward translation of equality (see, e.g., Wag87, Wag89, RRW94], for examples and discussion).
We now can prove Theorem 3.10. 1 The reason the tempting proof implicitly sketched in the introduction is not valid is that, though p k indeed can simulate p j , j < k, p k can neither pass an extra bit of information back to the \base" P machine nor|in the crucial case in which the base P machine uses the answer to the p j query to decide whether to treat the p k answer via the strictly positive truth-table or the strictly negative truth-table|can it complement itself (as that seemingly requires p k = p k ). That is, the tempting claim fails due to a 1-bit information-passing bottleneck. -table reduce to p k sets equals the class of sets that 2-Turing reduce to p k sets, which itself implies that PH collapses. So it is clear from Theorem 3.10 that query order classes do not equal standard \bounded query" classes but rather form new intermediate levels in the polynomial hierarchy, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses (see Figure 1) .
We conclude this section by mentioning some very recent related work that was inspired by the present paper. In this paper, our basic model is of ordered access to two sets. Wagner Wag97] and Beigel and Chang BC97] build on the work of the current paper by studying machines that have ordered access to truth-table groups of queries and they show that there also order does not matter. We consider this work to be important and interesting, and to broaden the range of models to which the questions of this paper can be applied. We also mention that the work is not strictly stronger than our work as Beigel and Chang discuss only sets from the polynomial hierarchy and Wagner has somewhat di erent hypotheses than we do on the classes involved, especially regarding our intermediate results that separate out exactly what hypotheses imply what conclusions, and also in contrast to the key hierarchy collapse result of the present paper, which guarantees and proves a downward translation of equality, the analogous hierarchy collapses of those papers obtain from weaker hypotheses weaker collapses (namely, the collapse results of those papers related to query-order-based language classes merely assert that the hierarchy collapses, and they rely either on the upward-equality-translation work of Selivanov or make no speci c collapselevel claim at all). Finally, as we will discuss later in more detail, the work of Section 4 applies fully to the cases discussed in these papers. We prove our result in a very general form, and then state some corollaries and applications to make the meaning of the theorem more concrete. 1] will mean that each path of the base machine makes at most one call to C. D C 1 :C 2 will mean that each path of the base machine makes at most one call to C 1 followed by at most one call to C 2 . De nition 4.1 Let D be a complexity class for which relativization is de ned. We say that The important point to note is that essentially all standard complexity classes within the realm of potentially feasible computation (classes from P to PSPACE) are sane. In particular, bringing work of Bovet, Crescenzi, and Silvestri into notational analogy with more recent terminology, let us say that a relativizable complexity class D is leaf-de nable if D \admits a C-Class representation" in the formal sense (which we will not repeat here) de ned by Bovet, Crescenzi, and Silvestri ( BCS92], see also BCS95]) and the representation itself holds also in all relativized worlds (under the natural extension of their work to ordered oracle access, following exactly their discussion of relativization). Bovet, Crescenzi, and Silvestri BCS92] prove that essentially all standard classes in the realm of potentially feasible computation \admit C-Class representations," they observe that these representations all relativize, and we comment that their observation clearly holds also for ordered access. The reason this is relevant is that it is easy to see that all leaf-de nable languages are sane. Thus, the following result says that essentially all standard complexity classes inherit every order exchange possessed by P. Finally, as we mentioned earlier, other papers have suggested varying the model of this paper to include multiple queries to many oracles in various patterns of truth-table and ordered access. We note that the approach of this section applies completely to such cases (modifying the de nitions of sanity and leaf-de nability to re ect whatever access model one is using).
